PRODUCTION VIDEO

DESIGNED AND BUILT FOR PROFESSIONALS

Sound Devices, LLC was founded in 1998 to fulfill a single promise – design
and build robust field-production gear that offers superb audio quality and improves
our customers’ work life. Identifying a clear need for top-quality recording monitors in the
competitive video market, the company launched its Video Devices brand with a focus
on meeting the needs of film and TV broadcast industries. Today, Video Devices’ family
of innovative, award-winning products are trusted by professionals worldwide.

Special thanks to our customers who shared their stories and photos of our video products in action.

CAMERA MOUNT

PIX-E5 Key Features

PIX-E5 RECORDING FIELD MONITOR

4K 5-inch Monitor with Dual-Codec Recording – HDMI & 6G-SDI

ProRes H.264

Unsurpassed Dual-Codec Recording. The
4K-compatible PIX-E5 is the first on-camera monitor to
offer the full range of Apple ProRes codecs plus H.264.
Simultaneously record both 4K in the highest quality
Apple ProRes 4444 XQ and HD in H.264. ProRes 4444
XQ is a 12-bit codec designed to preserve the detail
in wide dynamic range imagery captured by today’s
high performance digital image sensors. The H.264
codec offers a great balance between compression
and quality to reach low data rates and small file sizes.
H.264 proxy recordings are automatically scaled from
4K to 1080p to attain even smaller sized video files –
perfect for faster file transfers and web-streaming.

PIX-Assist™ Monitoring Tools

ProRes files are directly recorded to a removable mSATAbased SpeedDrive™, which may be easily plugged into
any computer’s USB3 port for super fast file transfer —
no docking stations, cables, or card readers required.
H.264 files are recorded to SD cards, ideal for direct-toweb streaming, email, or upload to cloud.

Recording Capabilities

• TapZoom™ for rapid focus
• Scopes including: Waveform,
Histogram, and Vectorscope
• LUTs (built-in and custom)
• False Colors and Zebras for
setting exposure
• Guide markers for Framing
• Peaking
• Anamorphic desqueeze
• Full HD, ultra-bright IPS touch screen
• Real buttons for fast tactile control

• Up to 4K recording
• Apple® ProRes up to 4444 XQ, 12-bit
• H.264 recording (with automatic
4K-to 1080p scaling)
Solid Construction
• Robust die-cast metal chassis
• Virtually indestructible Gorilla® Glass 2

The PIX-E5 monitor features a compact, die-cast metal housing and an LCD display
protected by Gorilla Glass 2, making it the ideal choice for a monitor that can stand
up to the rigors of the most extreme and demanding production environments.
Advanced Monitoring. The PIX-E5 excels in providing
what discerning filmmakers and video professionals
need most: high-resolution, color-accurate, sunlightviewable monitoring, with a wide 179° angle of view.
With the press of a button or a tap on the touch
screen, the PIX-E5’s impressive suite of monitoring
features provide all of the tools necessary for unrivaled
focusing speed, exposure assistance and framing.
The PIX-E5 has built-in LUTs and offers the ability to use
custom LUTs for viewing LOG and applying creative looks.
Find out more by visiting www.videodevices.com

PIX-E5 Left Panel

PIX-E5 Right Panel

“Ruggedness matters in any field production,
but particularly when the equipment will be
subject to the vagaries of a flight out in the
elements.... We have used a few other recording
monitors over the years, but these products
cannot match the PIX-E5 in terms of size, weight,
build, quality, usability, and file transfer.”
Björn Olin, Helifilm.com

CAMERA MOUNT

PIX-E5H Key Features
PIX-Assist Monitoring Tools
• TapZoom for rapid focus
• Scopes including: Waveform,
Histogram, and Vectorscope
• LUTs (built-in and custom)
• False Colors and Zebras for
setting exposure
• Guide markers for framing

PIX-E5H RECORDING FIELD MONITOR

4K 5-inch Monitor with Dual-Codec Recording – HDMI I/O

Four-Way Monitoring (Clockwise: Video Feed,
Histogram, Vectorscope, Waveform)

• Peaking

Unmatched Recorder. Equipped with a removable,
non-proprietary mSATA SSD in a SpeedDrive, the PIXE5H can record Apple ProRes files—from Proxy to 422
HQ—and play back recorded QuickTime files. Efficiently
transfer edit-ready files via the SpeedDrive’s USB 3.0
interface to any computer for post-production editing
in Avid , FinalCut Pro , and Adobe Premier Pro.

• Full HD, ultra-bright IPS touch screen

®

ProRes H.264

The PIX-E5H is a solid, light-weight, camera-mount monitor with a five-inch LCD and
integrated recorder via HDMI. Made with both durability and advanced functionality
in mind, the PIX-E5H is the perfect HD recording monitor for even the most fast-paced,
tight-spaced productions.

®

®

®

Like the PIX-E5, the PIX-E5H offers dual-codec recording
of ProRes and H.264. The smaller H.264 files are ideal
for off-line browsing, creating shot lists or edit decision
lists, emailing copies to clients, and web-streaming.

Feature Rich Monitor. The PIX-E5H, like the PIX-E5, excels
in providing a high-resolution, color-accurate, sunlightviewable monitoring, with a wide 179° angle of view.
The LCD’s excellent off-axis visibility, even on sunny
days, makes it the ideal visual aid. With the best
graphical representation of video signal, the PIX-E5H
helps professionals achieve their creative vision.
With both touch screen and tactile controls, the
PIX-E5H offers a full suite of monitoring tools and
scopes—at the touch of a fingertip—guaranteeing
precise focus, exposure, color balance, and framing.

“The PIX-E5H does what it says it will do....
The size, functionality, metal body, durable
touch screen, easy operation, and storage
are all great features and reasons why I
chose the PIX-E5H over competitor products.”
PIX-E5H Left Panel

PIX-E5H Right Panel

Bradley Glanzrock, LStop Media

• Anamorphic desqueeze

• Real buttons for fast tactile control
Recording Capabilities
• Up to 4K recording
• Apple ProRes up to 422 HQ, 12-bit
• H.264 recording (with automatic
4K-to 1080p scaling)
Solid Construction
• Robust die-cast metal chassis
• Virtually indestructible Gorilla Glass 2

CAMERA MOUNT

PIX-E7 Key Features
A Bigger, Bolder Picture. The PIX-E7 provides ‘capture
with confidence’ monitoring thanks to its optically
bonded, capacitive touch screen for maximum light
transmission and minimal reflection. With 500 nit
brightness and a 179° angle of view, its 7-inch,
1920x1200 IPS display ensures accurate monitoring of
clarity and color depth even in bright sunlight. Protected
by damage-resistant Gorilla Glass 2 and a robust diecast metal chassis, the PIX-E7 was made to withstand
the harshest field production work.

PIX-Assist Monitoring Tools
• TapZoom for rapid focus
• Scopes including: Waveform,
Histogram, and Vectorscope
• LUTs (built-in and custom)
• False colors and zebras for
setting exposure
• Guide markers for framing
• Peaking
• Anamorphic desqueeze

Cross-Conversion and Downscaling Like the PIX-E5
monitor, the PIX-E7 offers HDMI/SDI cross-conversion,
and all PIX-E monitors offer 4K input to HD output
scaling as well as PSF to Progressive conversion and
3:2 pulldown removal. Additionally, PIX-E monitor’s have
the ability to desqueeze an image to the LCD and SDI/
HDMI outputs during monitoring input and playback,
which stretches horizontally squeezed images that
result from cameras with anamorphic lens.

PIX-E7 RECORDING FIELD MONITOR

4K 7-inch Monitor with Dual-Codec Recording – HDMI & 6G-SDI

ProRes H.264

Rugged Durability. The camera-mount PIX-E7, with its
compact, die-cast metal chassis and LCD protected by
Gorilla Glass 2, is designed to operate even in the most
extreme and demanding production environments.

The PIX-E7 offers everything the PIX-E5
does - and more - in a bigger, yet still
compact, package. With HDMI-In and
double the SDI-In connections, it
supports HDMI, 6G-SDI, and 3G-SDI.
It also accepts external timecode via
a BNC linear timecode input connection,
and features a general purpose input/
output connector for remote control
or tally light.
Find out more by visiting www.videodevices.com

PIX-E7 Left Panel

PIX-E7 Right Panel

PIX-E7 Back Panel

• Full HD, ultra-bright IPS touch screen
• Real buttons for fast tactile control
Recording Capabilities
• Up to 4K recording
• Apple ProRes up to 4444 XQ, 12-bit
• H.264 recording (with automatic
4K-to1080p scaling)
Solid Construction
• Robust die-cast metal chassis
• Virtually indestructible Gorilla Glass 2

CAMERA MOUNT

PIX-LR Key Features
• Two XLR mic/line-level inputs
• Two 3-pin XLR outputs
• Large, backlit transport controls for
record and playback
• Two dedicated rotary gain controls
• Bright 23-segment LED metering
• Sound Devices designed mic preamps
with high-pass filters and limiters
• 48V phantom power
• Input stereo linking with and without pan

PIX-LR PIX-E SERIES ACCESSORY
Audio Interface for PIX-E Recording Monitors

The PIX-LR brings renowned Sound Devices audio performance and design
to the PIX-E Series of on-camera video recording monitors.
True, Pure Audio Every Time. While the PIX-E
monitors can receive embedded audio directly from
a camera, routing audio through the PIX-LR accessory
greatly improves the sound quality of any production.
The PIX-LR comes equipped with superior mic
preamps, designed by Sound Devices, a world
leader in professional audio products. Built-in highperformance limiters with LED indicators prevent
distortion, and high-pass filters reduce unwanted
low frequencies, such as wind noise.
PIX-LR Back Panel

Find out more by visiting www.videodevices.com

The PIX-LR easily and securely mounts to the bottom
of any PIX-E Series monitor via a ¼-inch 20 thread
screw. Constructed from die-cast aluminum, the PIX-LR
derives power from the monitor to which it is attached.
PIX-LR Audio Settings are easily adjusted through fully
integrated menus on the PIX-E monitor.
The PIX-LR includes two extremely low-noise, high
dynamic-range mic preamps on locking XLR connectors
each with full-spec 48V phantom power, and two
low-noise balanced line outputs. Inputs can be linked
with or without pan for stereo recording applications.
With the PIX-LR, the monitors also gain large backlit
transport controls for record and playback, illuminated
LED metering, and dedicated gain controls, which may
be recessed when not in use.

CAMERA MOUNT

PIX-E Series Accessories

SpeedDrive PIX-E SERIES ACCESSORY
™

Enclosure for mSATA SSDs

SpeedDrive is a custom-designed enclosure for widely available, industry standard
mSATA solid-state-drives.
Economical High-Capacity Media Storage. The
SpeedDrive plugs directly into the back of all monitors
in the PIX-E Series. When connected to the monitor,
the SpeedDrive works as an ultra fast mSATA SSD,
perfectly suitable for recording 4K video in Apple ProRes
up to 4444 XQ. Remove it from the monitor, and the
SpeedDrive becomes a USB 3.0 thumb drive for high
speed offload to any computer with a USB port. There
is no need for special cables, card readers, or drive
docking stations.
Two SpeedDrive options are available: a 240 GB
SpeedDrive and an Enclosure-Only version that allows
Find out more by visiting www.videodevices.com

the user to choose and easily fit any size of approved
mSATA drives. mSATA drives are available in sizes
ranging from 128 GB to 1 TB.
Visit www.videodevices.com for a list of approved media.

“With the SpeedDrives, you can connect
the USB straight into your workstation.
Anything that simplifies the acquisition
process is welcome. They’re also super fast.
We offloaded a 250GB card the other day
in about five minutes, which is amazing.”
Ken Eakins, Freelance Videographer

PIX ARM Articulating arm with 1/4-inch
screw connections, spacers, and a
central knob to lock all joints. Provides
flexibility in mounting the PIX-E monitors.
Also includes a hot shoe for attaching
to cameras, such as DSLRs.

PIX-E HOOD This sun hood is made from durable plastic,
has a soft velvety underside, and affixes to either the PIX-E5
or PIX-E5H monitors magnetically.
Not pictured: A PIX-E7 hood, sized to fit the PIX-E7 monitor,
is also available.

PIX-E5/E5H KIT includes the PIX-E Case, sun hood, articulating arm,
two 240 GB SpeedDrives, two Sony-compatible L-mount batteries,
USB3 Y-cable, two video I/O cables, two right-angle HDMI adapters,
and two right-angle BNC adapters.
Not pictured: The PIX-E Case, PIX-E7 Case and PIX-E7 KIT (case plus
accessories) are also available for purchase. Recording monitors are
not included with kits.

CAMERA MOUNT
PIX-E SERIES COMPARISON CHART
Display

PIX-E5H

PIX-E5

PIX-E7

5”

5”

7”

1920x1080, 441ppi

1920x1080, 441ppi

1920x1200, 323ppi

500 nit

500 nit

500 nit

179°

179°

179°

Normal, Mirrored, Upside-Down &
Upside-Down Mirrored

Normal, Mirrored, Upside-Down
& Upside-Down Mirrored

Normal, Mirrored, Upside-Down &
Upside-Down Mirrored

a

a

a

2x, 4x

2x, 4x

2x, 4x

Resolution, ppi
Luminance (Brightness)
Angle of View

IPS with Gorilla® Glass 2

Monitoring
Peaking and Guide Markers

a

a

a

4-step. 12-step

4-step. 12-step

4-step. 12-step

Zebras 1, Zebras 2

Zebras 1, Zebras 2

Zebras 1, Zebras 2

Luma (White, Green)
RGB (Overlay, Parade)

Luma (White, Green)
RGB (Overlay, Parade)

Luma (White, Green)
RGB (Overlay, Parade)

Vectorscope

a

a

a

4-way View
(Live, WFM, Vectorscope, Histogram)

a

a

a

S-Log 2 & 3, Canon Log, V-Log,
custom LUTs

S-Log 2 & 3, Canon Log, V-Log,
custom LUTs

S-Log 2 & 3, Canon Log, V-Log,
custom LUTs

Sensor Ratio (4x3, 16x9/17x9)
Lens Ratio (1.33x, 1.5x, 2x)

Sensor Ratio (4x3, 16x9/17x9)
Lens Ratio (1.33x, 1.5x, 2x)

Sensor Ratio (4x3, 16x9/17x9)
Lens Ratio (1.33x, 1.5x, 2x)

False Colors
Zebras
Waveform Monitor (WFM) and Histogram

®

Anamorphic Desqueeze
(to LCD and outputs)

®

®

Recording
Codec

Apple ProRes Proxy to 422 HQ
H.264 (automatic 4K-to
1080 scaling)

Apple ProRes Proxy to 4444 XQ
H.264 (automatic 4K-to
1080 scaling)

Apple ProRes Proxy to 4444 XQ
H.264 (automatic 4K-to
1080 scaling)

Up to 120 fps

Up to 120 fps

Up to 120 fps

4K (UHD, 3840x2160)

Up to 30 fps

Up to 30 fps

Up to 30 fps

4K (DCI, 4096x2160)

Up to 30 fps

Up to 30 fps

Up to 30 fps

SpeedDrive (mSATA 128 GB to 1 T)

SpeedDrive (mSATA 128 GB to 1 T)

SpeedDrive (mSATA 128 GB to 1 T)

via SpeedDrive USB 3.0 interface
via SD card

via SpeedDrive USB 3.0 interface
via SD card

via SpeedDrive USB 3.0 interface
via SD card

HD (1080i, 1080p, 720p)

Recording Media
File Transfer to Computer

PIX-E7

Inputs

HDMI

6G-SDI, 3G-SDI (level A & B), HDMI

6G-SDI, 3G-SDI (level A & B), HDMI

Outputs

HDMI

HD-SDI, HDMI

HD-SDI, HDMI

4K Input to HD Ouput Scaling

a

a

a

PsF to P Conversion

a

a

a

3:2 Pulldown Removal

a

a

a

Audio
Max No. Tracks

TapZoom

LUTs

PIX-E5

Video

LCD Size

LCD Orientation

PIX-E5H

Find out more by visiting www.videodevices.com

Analog Inputs

Embedded Audio Inputs
Headphone Output

6 (+2 w/PIX-LR)

8

8

2 unbalanced line, 3.5mm
2 balanced mic/line,
XLR (via optional PIX-LR)

2 unbalanced line, 3.5mm
2 balanced mic/line,
XLR (via optional PIX-LR)

2 unbalanced line, 3.5mm
2 balanced mic/line,
XLR (via optional PIX-LR)

4 HDMI

8 SDI and 4 HDMI

8 SDI and 4 HDMI

a

a

a

HDMI, Ext LTC

SDI, HDMI, Ext LTC

SDI, HDMI, GPIO, Ext LTC

Remote Control
Record Start/Stop Triggering

Timecode
External SDI/HDMI Timecode

HDMI Only

SDI, HDMI

SDI, HDMI

3.5mm line inputs (1,2)

3.5mm line inputs (1,2)

LTC in (BNC) and
3.5mm line inputs (1,2)

Record Run Timecode Mode

a

a

a

Time of Day Timecode Mode

a

a

a

-

SDI

SDI

EXT DC (10-34V),
(optional) 2 Sony L-mount batteries

EXT DC (10-34V),
(optional) 2 Sony L-mount batteries

EXT DC (10-34V),
(optional) 2 Sony L-mount batteries

15 oz, 5.4”x3.4”x1.6”(wxhxd)

1 lb 5.4”x3.4”x1.6”(wxhxd)

1 lb 7 oz 7.3”x4.9”x1.5” (wxhxd)

PIX-LR audio interface accessory

a

a

a

SpeedDrive

a

a

a

External LTC

Timecode Out

Powering, Weight, & Dimension
Power Source
Weight & Dimensions

Optional Accessories

CAMERA MOUNT

PIX 240i Key Features
Scaler and Frame Rate Converter. The PIX 240i features a powerful hardware scaler
and frame rate converter. Up, down, cross-conversion and pulldown removal give users
the ability to record files in a customer-requested rate, even rates not supported by the
camera. The PIX 240i also supports aspect ratio conversion, HD to SD and SD to HD,
including anamorphic conversion.

High-Definition Recorder
• Apple® ProRes 4444 and Avid DNxHD
• Simultaneous HDMI & HD-SDI output
• Up/down/cross conversion
• Ambient® timecode generator with

1080p

genlock and word clock output
• Edit-ready MOV and WAV files to

480i

1080i

CompactFlash or SSD drives
• Embedded audio (4ch HDMI, 8ch SDI) with
mic/line switchable inputs including limiters,

720p

PIX 240i VIDEO RECORDER

high-pass filters, and 48v phantom power
• Large illuminated transport controls
Monitoring Tools

Simplifying High-Definition Video Production – HDMI & HD-SDI I/O
The portable PIX 240i is an essential companion in simplifying production and post-production
environments. It has helpful monitoring tools and records QuickTime files to Compact Flash
cards, or removable 2.5-inch solid-state drives (SSD), in a hot-swappable PIX-CADDY 2 mount.
Video is ready to edit, directly from the recorder, in popular Windows and Mac applications.

Timecode Generator. The on-board high-accuracy Ambient timecode generator makes
the PIX 240i right at home on any production, from simple single camera shoots to
complex multi-camera sync-sound productions. All common timecode frame rates and
modes are supported. Embedded timecode over SDI and HDMI is also supported.

• 5-inch, 800x480 pixel display
• Peaking
• Zebras
• 12-step False Color
Rugged Dependability
• Metalized, molded carbon fiber chassis
• Solid XLR and BNC connections

Uncompromising Picture and Sound. The PIX 240i brings Apple ProRes 4444 or Avid
DNxHD recording of edit-ready QuickTime files to any HDMI or HD/SDI-equipped highdefinition video camera. For color-critical applications, recording to Apple ProRes 4444
provides uncompressed alpha-channel transparency for superb chroma keying and
grading performance. Additionally, the PIX 240i was built with audio performance in
mind. Its low-noise (-128 dBu equivalent input noise), high-bandwidth inputs are
mic/line switchable and include limiters, high-pass filters, and 48V phantom power.

• Powered by 10-18 VDC or hot-swappable
Sony L-mount batteries

• Edit-ready App
Capabilities

“The PIX 240i performed flawlessly. I wish every
piece of gear was this easy to prep and use.”
PIX 240i Left Panel

PIX 240i Bottom Panel

PIX 240i Right Panel

Greg Wilson, Director of Photography for Cheetahs on the Edge

PIX-DOCK Thunderbolt® adapter holds a PIXCADDY 2, providing high-speed transfer to
and from a Thunderbolt-enabled computer.

RACK MOUNT

PIX 270i Key Features
Built-In Redundancy
• Simultaneous multi-drive recording for
redundancy and backup; up to four solid
state drives

Time-Saving Efficiency. When you are under the gun, time is of the essence. The
PIX 270i offers tapeless, file-based recording, playback, and file transfer of edit-ready
Apple ProRes and Avid DNxHD files. For added peace of mind, it also provides recording
on up to four drives, providing immediate file copies and back-up, as well as long-form
recording. Thanks to the ability to access and transfer files over Ethernet, your workflow
becomes more efficient.

PIX 270i SCALABLE MULTI-CAM VIDEO RECORDER
Network-Connected Video Deck with Dante and MADI Audio

The PIX 270i is a network-connected file-based video deck with an audio-only mode, built
specifically for broadcast and live event applications. Like the 250i, it is feature-rich and has
scalability that makes it an ideal solution for large-scale applications. Whether used for frame
synchronized multi-cam recording for OBs, capturing multiple camera ISO feeds at a sports
stadium, or multi-channel video playback applications, the PIX 270i’s compact half-rack,
2U size makes it the perfect alternative to large, difficult-to-use video servers.

Extensive Video I/O. The video input on the PIX 270i has extensive compatibility with
a wide range of cameras. Its BNC input accepts 12-bit 3G SDI (4:4:4 RGB or YCbCr),
HD-SDI, and SDI. Its HDMI input accepts high-definition and standard-definition video.
With its 3G-SDI 4:4:4 input, recording to ProRes 4444 offers recordings that are
perceptually indistinguishable from the original source material. It is also capable of
frame-accurate, grouped playback of non-native files, making it ideal for multi-screen
presentations and video walls.
File and Power Back-up. Similar to other Video Devices products, the PIX 270i benefits
from the inclusion of PowerSafe circuitry, which provides a 10-second power reserve
and safe file shutdown in the event of external power loss. It also has FileSafe, which
automatically detects and recovers files that have not been finalized. As a result, you’ll
never lose video or audio data.

• PowerSafe™ provides 10-second power
reserve for safe shutdown in the event
of complete power loss
• FileSafe™ automatically detects and
recovers files that have not been finalized
• Redundant 4-pin XLR power connections
Recording Capabilities
• Edit-ready Apple ProRes or Avid DNxHD®;
up to Apple ProRes 4444 at 330 Mb/s
and Avid DNxHD codecs up to 220 Mb/s.
Proxy rates of 36 Mb/s also available.
• 12-bit 4:4:4, 3G-SDI I/O
• Access and transfer files over Ethernet
• Networkable, for group control of multiple
decks; external control via RS-422 or via
embedded web control panel
• Frame synchronized recording and playback
of grouped decks for multi-screen presentation
Superior Audio
• 64 channels of Dante and MADI audio
I/O for large-scale audio systems
• Eight channels of analog audio
• Eight channels of AES digital audio

“We have a mix of clients that use either ProRes or
DNxHD, and the ability of the PIX 270i to record either
format is a major benefit. Another huge advantage of the
PIX 270i is that it can write directly to external drives,
including approved 1TB drives, enabling us to record
for extended lengths. At the end of the day, we simply
remove the drive and hand it over to our clients’ post
departments.” Gary Snyder, President of Clark Media

• 16 channels embedded SDI; eight
channels of embedded HDMI audio

PIX-CADDY 2 AND PIX-CADDY CF These caddies
provide solid, removable connections for either
CompactFlash memory cards or 2.5-inch solidstate drives (SSD) to attach to the PIX 270i or
PIX 250i. (Memory cards and drives sold separately.)
PIX 270i Back Panel

RACK MOUNT

PIX 250i Key Features
Performs Under Pressure. With live events, there is no second chance to capture the
moment. The PIX 250i records, simultaneously or sequentially, on up to two removable
Solid State Drives for instant deliverables and backups. Files from PIX 250i are ready
for input directly into popular editing programs including Avid, Final Cut Pro, and Adobe
Premiere Pro. With PowerSafe and FileSafe technology, vital recordings are further
protected in the event of inadvertent power loss or drive removal.
Superior Accuracy. Ensure high-quality video and audio grouping with the PIX 250i’s
audio input delay functionality and comprehensive Ambient timecode generator/reader.
Also, with the deck’s video monitor (a 5-inch IPS color display), you can be confident
that the signal arriving at the device is 100% accurate.

Built-In Redundancy
• Simultaneous multi-drive recording for
redundancy and backup; up to two
solid state drives
• PowerSafe provides 10-second power
reserve for safe shutdown in the event
of complete power loss
• FileSafe automatically detects and
recovers files that have not been finalized
• Redundant 4-pin XLR power connections
Recording Capabilities
• Edit-ready Apple ProRes or Avid NxHD; up
to Apple ProRes 4444 at 330 Mb/s and
Avid DNxHD codecs up to 220 Mb/s. Proxy

PIX 250i SCALABLE MULTI-CAM VIDEO RECORDER

rates of 36 Mb/s also available.

Network-Connected Video Deck

• 12-bit 4:4:4, 3G-SDI I/O

The PIX 250i is a file-based video deck designed for fast-paced environments, such as studios,
live events and mobile productions. Its scalability makes it perfect for multi-cam workflows and
double-system sound applications. Whether used for capturing multiple camera ISO feeds at
a sports stadium or recording numerous audio tracks at a live concert, its half-rack, 2U size
makes it the perfect alternative to bulkier, complex video servers.

• Networkable, for group control of multiple

• Access and transfer files over Ethernet
decks; external control via RS-422 or via
embedded web control panel
Audio Capabilities
• Two channels of analog audio
• Eight channels of AES digital audio
• 16 channels of embedded SDI; eight
channels of embedded HDMI audio

Compact, Scalable System. With its network connectivity and built-in, multi-unit
grouping capability, PIX 250i recorders can be interconnected over Ethernet for
simultaneous recording and play back. Any number of units can be grouped and
controlled as a single system from either the hardware or from the web-based
control panel, PIXNET.

“The 250i is phenomenal.... It gives me the confidence that I’m actually
recording what I should be, especially as far as video is concerned. The
audio displays are also very nice on the 250i. You just don’t get that
level of confidence with other recorders.”
Russ Awe, Remote Truck Engineer for Wisconsin Public TV

Find out more by visiting www.videodevices.com

PIX 250i Back Panel

RACK MOUNT
RACK MOUNTS COMPARISON CHART
Display
LCD Size

PIX 270i

PIX 250i

5”

5”

800x480 IPS

800x480 IPS

Up to 4 drives: 2 front-mounted, 2 via eSATAp
2.5” SSD in PIX-CADDY2
CF in PIX-CADDY CF (Audio Mode only)

Up to 2, front-mounted drives
2.5” SSD in PIX-CADDY2

Apple ProRes 4444, 330 Mb/s, 12-bit
Apple ProRes 36, 100, 145, 220 Mb/s, 8- & 10-bit
Avid DNxHD 36, 145, 220, and 220x

Apple ProRes 4444, 330 Mb/s, 12-bit
Apple ProRes 36, 100, 145, 220 Mb/s, 8- & 10-bit
Avid DNxHD 36, 145, 220, and 220x

PowerSafe™

a

a

FileSafe™

a

a

1080p30, 1080i60, 1080PsF30
720p60, 576i50(PAL), 480i59.94(NTSC)

1080p30, 1080i60, 1080PsF30
720p60, 576i50(PAL), 480i59.94(NTSC)

Frame-accurate record start, play start, stop

No absolute frame-accurate record start, play start, stop

SDI, HD-SDI, 3G-SDI, HDMI

SDI, HD-SDI, 3G-SDI, HDMI

Resolution, ppi

Recorder
Recording Media

Codec

Max Resolution/Frame Rate
Group Transport Synchronization

PIXNET This built-in, Web browser-based control panel offers significant advantages and time savings for production workflows.
It allows both PIX 270i and PIX 250i rack-mount recorders to be controlled and set-up remotely from any web-enabled device
including computers, tablets and smart phones. With PIXNET, users can remotely initiate transport actions, set up menu
navigation, and control multiple PIX rack recorders from a single location.

Video
Inputs and Outputs

Audio
Max No. Tracks
Audio I/O

Embedded Audio I/O

64

16

8 Analog
8 AES Digital
64 MADI (optical & coaxial)
64 Dante (primary & secondary)

2 Analog
8 AES Digital

8 HDMI, 16 SDI

8 HDMI, 16 SDI

Yes, mono or poly WAV (with metadata)

No

a

a

Up/Down/Cross

a

a

Frame Rate

a

a

RS422, Ethernet Web-based GPIO, Keyboard

RS422, Ethernet Web-based GPIO, Keyboard

Modes: Freerun, Record run, External
Rates: 23.976, 24, 25, 29.97DF, 29.97ND, 30DF, 30 ND

Modes: Freerun, Record run, External
Rates: 23.976, 24, 25, 29.97DF, 29.97ND, 30DF, 30 ND

Analog bi-, tri-level sync/gunlock
Wordclock

Analog bi-, tri-level sync/gunlock
Wordclock

Dual DC Power Supply 4-pin XLR (10-27 VDC)

DC Power Supply 4-pin XLR (10-27 VDC)

7.5 lbs 8.6”x3.3”x10.3” (wxhxd)

7.4 lbs 8.6”x3.3”x10.3” (wxhxd)

Audio Only Mode
Headphone Output

Conversion

PIX-DRIVE BAY Half-rack bay holds two PIX-CADDIES:
PIX-CADDY 2 with SSDs and/or PIX-CADDY CF with
CompactFlash cards. The bay connects to the PIX 270i
with two attached 21-inch eSATAp cables, giving it access
to two additional drives for a total of four. The PIX-DRIVE
BAY requires a PIX-RACK kit for mounting.

PIX-RACK The PIX-RACK is a 2 RU, rack-mount kit for all
PIX video decks. Accommodates any combination of two
PIX 270i or PIX 250i recorders. Supports single- and
dual-unit mounting.
It is also used to mount the PIX-DRIVE BAY.

Remote Control & Timecode
Control
Timecode
Sync I/O

Powering, Weight & Dimension
Power Source
Weight & Dimensions

Find out more by visiting www.videodevices.com
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